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Welcome on Board!!
SCI welcomes all new contractors; East London branch is supporting
28 mainstream contractors largely CIDB grade 3’s to CIDB grade 5
and Kwa-Mashu branch is supporting 34 new contractors ranging
from CIDB grade 2 to CIDB grade 4. As we gain momentum in the
financial year, the organisation looks to graduate more clients,
following the 34 SMME’s who successfully completed their NQF Level
2 or NQF Level 4 qualification in the financial year under review, these
qualifications are acquired over a three year period in the incubation
period, which we trust our new clients will thrive given the opportunity
to compete for business with fair advantage, while they hone the skills
and mentorship experience provided by the programme.
Without funding, the social ills that SCI is assisting government to
address would not be possible. Funders that have continued to
partner with SCI over the years have demonstrated confidence not
only in the programme, but remain resolute in seeing transformation in
the sector. We welcome new funders on board and applaud your
conviction in supporting SMME’s in the sector.

An Ending Marks New Beginnings 2016/2017
It is often misunderstood and usually hard to accept change,
especially when change is characterised by an ending as opposed to
a smooth transition. The market place is no exception to this natural
progression formula, one falls short of defining the market place as
the boot camp of life. SCI reflects beyond its decade journey as the
business incubation space continues to evolve and the construction
industry takes another blast as the country’s economy and political
climate battle for a level field. The custodians of SMME development
on the ground become the captains of hope to the entrepreneurs who
are taking great strides in changing not only their purses, but also the
livelihood of their communities. All business people; women, youth,
the disabled and our fellow men continue to hunt for opportunities
presented by today’s declining economy. The survival, casualty or
opportunity thereof of any of the entrepreneurs depends on each
individual’s hunger. The ending of the financial year 2016/17 presents
SCI with New Beginnings and the appreciation of our role in the
industry. We look through different lenses and are determined to
defend our role as the leading contractor development programme in
the country.
SCI CELEBRATES

Contractors Making A Mark
With ten branches across three regions in the country; Kwa-Zulu
Natal, Eastern Cape and Gauteng; contractor performance over the
years has varied and markets have been volatile as such. Though in
their respective regions, contractors have demonstrated their
entrepreneurial flair by accessing markets outside their comfort zone.
These contractors were honoured at their graduation ceremony in
East London and scooped awards as follows:
1. Most Diverse Contractor – Siviwe Jiya Construction cc
2. Most Grown Contractor – Siviwe Jiya Construction cc
3. Best Female Contractor - Lezmin 1204 cc
4. Most Participating Contractor - Extra Dimensions PTY (Ltd)

What’s Ahead of the 2016/2017 new financial Year?
The saying that legends do not quit is testament to SCI’s growth we
look forward to the establishment of our foot print into the Limpopo
region in partnership with the Limpopo Economic Development. The
on boarding of East London Development London Development
Corporation ensures continuity where we have established; i.e. East
London Branch and a unique partnership with Ekurhuleni for the
Vuk’uphile programme in the region.
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